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CHAPTER 1

M A T H E M A T I C S C U R R I C U L U M REFORM IN THE
UNITED STATES: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
G E O R G E M.A. STANIC and JEREMY KILPATRICK
College of Education, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602, U.S.A.
Abstract
In the United States by the turn of the 20th century, the basic precollege mathematics
curriculum of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry was firmly in place. Since then, there have
been changes but no substantial reform. The two most significant reform efforts during this
century have been the move toward unified and applied mathematics as the century began
and the modern mathematics movement of the 1950s and 1960s. Neither of these efforts
had its intended effect on the school curriculum, though both left residues. In each case,
however, the movement had a profound effect on the mathematics education community,
particularly at the post-secondary level. Viewing curriculum reform as a technical rather
than a moral and ethical process has led reformers to neglect the basic issues of curriculum
discourse.

Introduction
There has been constant reform rhetoric but little actual reform of the school mathematics
curriculum since the establishment of mathematics education as a professional field of
study in the United States at the turn of the 20th century. Before that time, there
clearly were significant changes in school mathematics as, for example, arithmetic and
then successively algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and even, in a few schools, calculus
became part of the curriculum. These subjects did not so much reform the mathematics
curriculum as provide the original curriculum form which was to become the topic of much
discussion and a source of frustration for reformers. Furthermore, despite concerns about
school mathematics expressed by educators such as Warren Colburn during the early 19th
century, curriculum reform was not a crucial issue as long as very few school-age children
actually went to school. As the fraction of the school-age population attending school
rose dramatically beginning in the middle of the 19th century, curriculum reform became
an important part of the professional and public agendas. These new students were more
a source of fear than excitement for most educators, who, in the words of Granville
Stanley Hall (1904), saw them as a "great army of incapables." It was in this context
that attempts to reform the mathematics curriculum took on more urgency, especially
since mathematics had become one of the greatest sources of failure in schools. And
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it was in this context that our professional forebears set the standard for failure of
curriculum reform that is our legacy.
Among the constant calls for mathematics curriculum reform, two historical moments
stand out--the first at the turn of the century when a curriculum of unified and applied
mathematics was the focus, the other coming during the 1950s and 1960s when modern
mathematics was at the core of reform efforts. Others citing these same moments
(Wheeler, 1989; Wojciechowska, 1989) have suggested that they occurred when the
gap between the mathematics taught in schools and mathematics as a scientific discipline
seemed particularly large and when the views of mathematicians on how to close the
gap seemed to set the terms of debate. Mathematicians did indeed play a central role
during each reform effort. That role, however, was not the same, and in both cases
mathematicians were only part of a constellation of forces. The two eras represent "fault
lines" in the field of mathematics education--not because of the changes they wrought
in the school curriculum, but because of the consequences they had for the community
of professional mathematics educators. Both reform efforts left certain residues in the
curriculum, but it was not fundamentally reformed. In fact, both efforts perpetuated the
elite status of those who already benefited from the school experience and had their
most distorted effects on low-achieving students. In the end, the story of mathematics
curriculum reform is not the story of a continual progression toward a curriculum that
is best for students, teachers, and society nor even the story of different ideologies
cyclically replacing each other's influence on school mathematics; instead, it is the story
of a developing community preoccupied with a limited and ill-defined agenda.

Forming the Curriculum
Arithmetic was taught but was not universal in the colonial elementary school; the
only real universals were reading and religion. Gradually, however, arithmetic moved
into the elementary school to become part of the education of the literate citizen.
In secondary schools, "ciphering" was taught during colonial times, which consisted generally in
drilling students in the manipulation of integral numbers. He was an exceptional teacher who
possessed a fair knowledge of "fractions"and the "rule of three," and if some pupil of rare genius
managed to master fractions, or even pass beyond the "rule of three," then he was judged a finished
mathematician (Cajori, 1890, p. 9).
The curriculum of the Latin grammar school did not at first include arithmetic at all,
but some was introduced after 1700 in response to popular demand. As the 18th century
progressed, the curriculum of the growing number of academies and of those private
schools with a more practical orientation came to include not only arithmetic but algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, and even a little calculus. "In many cases the mathematical
teaching in the private schools was as good as if not better than that found in some
of the colleges" (Butts, 1947, p. 375). Arithmetic and geometry had been taught at
Harvard since the 17th century "but sometimes [were] rather neglected because they
were looked upon as practical subjects" (Butts, p. 303). Beginning in the mid-1700s,
colleges required arithmetic for admission (Jones & Coxford, 1970, p. 18; Sigurdson,
1962, p. 7). As colleges continued to raise their admissions requirements, arithmetic
gradually lost its favored position in the secondary school, with algebra and geometry
replacing it as the centerpiece of mathematics instruction.

